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In a previous artidel, I have s u g p k d a differat
approach to measuring iuvetment rctmw, over
time, for long-term Wtntions, which I d e d
the W d a t e d Valae RetmP (or "OW'),I have
now aoquimd farther data for a p r t i d a r Fund,
and I thought that the contrast with other rele
vant indices snight be ofinterest. Armed with the
~,I~wqiggestrhatttmereisaprdduse
for the CVR.
These indices comprise the index of retail
prks, the estimated movement in national average mmhgs, tbe yield on a mudel c l o d fund,
and the yields obtained upon ash, dts and
equities. As bfm,in dealing with equities or
property, I have initially assumed that half of the
CVR (where calculated) will always be accounted fax by anticipated growth, for which
&ere is some evidence,
In tbe h t place, if one crrmpam expected gilt
fields with equity yields over a long ptrid,then
one will o k w e that the ratio of the former to
the latter h
a hovered around one half. Secondly,
I have considered the actual &ect of reinvestment of gross dividends upon the Financial
T m Achmk' M - S b Index over the 20
years ending on 31 hcmnber 1983. I have
conchzded tha$ in MVR terns and in CVR
term, the total return may rawmably be regarded as split approximately equally between
apital appreciation and income.
Some
were pteviousiy published, but I
intend only to show the s
A dts,
which are annexed, T h w who wodd like to txe
the way in which the CVR 6gum are fully built
up may have tbem on application. WdenhDy, a
few of the original
haw been mended,
because the gilt yields last used were incorrect,
but the M e r a c e s em not niatdaL
To recap, the ooooept of the W R is that one
has a bash, which is ammed to apply over a
long future perid, atad which is a h
followed over rektivt1y shod inperiods.
Thefore, the basis shwld bdd at the beghihg
of, at the end of, and
any given period. In
statistical term, one is using shorr-term 0been-a.
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tim, so far as one can, to estimate the true
underlying l o n g - r m mean position.
If such a basis can be derived, tbm 1 initially
thought that it must be unique, but I have not
attempted to prove it. Tntereskd readers are
referred to a review of the work in this fielda.
Figum are also pmented upon assumed future
growth of 35% (the "A" figural and 65% (the
"By'
of the CVR.Thus, for a CVR of say
12% pa, the assumed growth would be 4.2% pa
("A"), 6% pa (as before) or 7.8% pa ("B"),with
net divisors of 7.8% pa, 6% pa and 4.2% pa,
rapctively.
It will be s e a that this has no effect upon the
CYR for equities done, as a n be easily vetified
algebraically. Equally, dividend growth has no
effect upon the valuation of fixed in-t
securities. However, a varying b c e between the
two sectors wodd, and does, affect the aggregate
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d t .

If we compare the Actual Fund with the
model Fund, then we see that the former did
h t m , on b t h counts, over the
years as a
whole. I wodd, though, mention that the Actual
Fund had Qew maney w i n g in, which applied
to neither the Model Fund,nor to the Reinvested
Gilt mii Rein&
Equity Indim.
For a contrast between the two types of
retwp, the hWB was greater than the CVR for
both gilts and equitia (using reiffwskdindks).
This feature also appears in bath the Actual
Fund and the Model Fund, which I think was
only to be e x p d d . Hmevtr, the pattern might
easily be reversed, and neither dir&ion should
be regadd as hthhlly natural. On either
measure, both Funds have outperfoormed both
p r h and e a d q p over the five years, although
not in weq year*
Qvcr the 20 years ending on 31 k c e m k
1983, the average MVR on equities (reinvested)
was 13.2% pa, which may be compared with an
average incrase in d
n of 11.8%
~
pa. The
corresponding CVR was 14.7% pa. Some fund
managers may have bettered this, while others
did not. But are we asking the right question?

